Designed in a modern stainless steel and white glass finish with LED strip lights that produce a natural brightness, illuminating the cooking area. Powered by a sophisticated remote control, the range hood ensures complete control when using the cooktop.

The appliance’s innovative “plug & play” system means the hood can easily be installed in either air recycling or duct out modes, making this ceiling hood extremely versatile. The upkeep of the CHR1000 has been kept to a minimum with a washable anti grease aluminum filter as well as a light, indicating when the grease filter needs cleaning and maintaining, leaving more time for the more important things in life…. Cooking!
Ceiling Range Hood
CHR1000X

Model CHR1000X
Re-circulated or Ducted Ceiling Hood

Flagship feature:
The innovative “plug & play” system means the hood can easily be installed in both in recycling and in duct out modes, making this ceiling hood extremely versatile and suitable for all kinds of needs

- Light indicator for grease filter maintenance
- Adjustable and delayed self-switching off
- Perimeter extraction
- Washable anti grease aluminium filter
- Charcoal filters supplied
- Commands: Radio remote control 3S + B
- Lighting: 2 x LED strip 4.3W
- Max. Air flow (m3/h): 920 nett*
- Motor consumption: 350W
- Outlet: 150 mm, 360° direction
- European Energy Class: A
- Size: 100cm
- Finishing: Inox AISI 430 SB & White Tempered Glass facia
- Colour: Stainless Steel (sides and body) & White Glass (facia)
- Suitable for ducting or recirculating

*Range Hood extraction rate m3/h reading is measured at:
1m duct up, 1 x 90°C bend & 1m vertical duct

Model: CHR1000 Ceiling Hood
Size: 100cm
Power standard: 10 Amp plug
Ducting size: 150mm